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Summary: This paper investigates the feasibility of implementing a general and robust toponym
resolution approach by ensembling multiple existing approaches through voting mechanisms.
Experiments were conducted to compare two voting ensembles with nine individual approaches
based on seven public datasets. The results show that the voting ensembles can achieve consistent
measures of Accuracy@161km and mean error, outperforming the individual approaches.

Introduction
Apart from sensor equipment, natural language texts (e.g., social media posts and news)
are other important sources that can contain location information in the form of toponyms
or location descriptions. Extracting location information from texts is called geoparsing,
which includes two subtasks: toponym recognition, i.e., to recognize toponyms from texts,
and toponym resolution, i.e., to identify their geospatial representations.

This paper focuses on toponym resolution, whose main task is to remove
geo/geo-ambiguities. Geo/geo-ambiguities refer to the situation in which one toponym
can refer to more than one geographical location. For instance, by searching ‘Paris’ in
GeoNames, an open global gazetteer, 547 different geographical locations named ‘Paris’
are returned. Many novel approaches have been proposed. This paper investigates if the
voting approaches that ensemble multiple individual approaches could further improve
the robustness of individual approaches. To answer the question, we propose two voting
ensembles and compare them with nine individual approaches with regard to correctness
based on seven public datasets. The nine approaches are CLAVIN1, TopoCluster (Delozier et
al., 2015), Adaptive Learning (Lieberman et al., 2012), CamCoder (Gritta et al., 2018), CBH
(Kamalloo et al., 2018), Edinburgh Geoparser (Grover et al., 2010), Mordecai (Halterman,
2017), DBpedia Spotlight2, and Population-Heuristics (Speriosu et al., 2013).

The principle of the voting mechanism is that the minority is subordinate to the dominant
(majority). The workflow of the voting approaches is as follows: (1) Cluster the coordinate
estimation of individual approaches by using DBSCAN (Khan et al., 2014); (2) Treat the
centroid of all the coordinate estimations of the largest cluster as the voting result; (3)
When no clusters are generated, the estimation by CLAVIN is treated as the voting result. If
the estimation by CLAVIN is invalid, a valid estimation by other approaches is randomly
selected as the voting result. An example is given (shown in Fig. 1) to explain the principle
of the voting mechanism.

2 https://www.dbpedia-spotlight.org

1 https://github.com/Novetta/CLAVIN
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Fig. 1: An example to show how the voting mechanism works. The target toponym is ‘Paris’, whose
true location is in the largest cluster (light blue circle), including the estimations of four approaches.
The text is: ‘Stepchildren: Dani Pipkins and husband, Jerome, Treva Battle, Tojquah Battle and Kelvin

Battle all of Paris, Texas; brother, Thomas Smith and wife, Gwen of Detroit, Texas.’

Experiments
Table 1: Summary of seven public datasets. There are in total 29,074 toponyms (TPs).

LGL NEEL TR-News GeoWebNews GeoCorpora GeoVirus WOTR

TP Count 5,088 481 1,319 5,121 3,100 2,170 11,795

Type News Tweet History News Tweet News History

Fig. 2: Spatial distribution of toponyms in the seven datasets.

Table 1 summarizes the test datasets. They are LGL (Lieberman et al., 2010), NEEL (Rizzo et
al., 2015), TR-News (Kamalloo et al., 2018), GeoWebNews (Gritta et al., 2020), GeoCorpora
(Wallgrün et al., 2018), GeoVirus (Gritta et al., 2018), and WOTR (DeLozier et al., 2016).
Fig. 2 shows the spatial distribution of the toponyms in the datasets, scattering across the
globe. Notably, the nine individual approaches are globally applicable and thus can be
evaluated based on the datasets. In the datasets, each toponym is assigned with a
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coordinate (latitude and longitude). From the standard metrics defined in Gritta et al.
(2018), we adopt two metrics to evaluate toponym resolution approaches: mean distance
error (ME) and percentage of estimations whose distance error is within 100 miles
(Accuracy@161km). Given nine individual approaches, there are many possible ensembles.
According to our preliminary test results, two optimal voting ensembles are selected,
named Voting1 and Voting2, respectively. Voting1 ensembles CLAVIN, TopoCluster,
Adaptive Learning, CamCoder, CBH, Edinburgh Geoparser, and DBpedia Spotlight, while
Voting2 ensembles CLAVIN, Adaptive Learning, CamCoder, CBH, and Edinburgh Geoparser.

To achieve fair evaluation, we assume that all the toponyms can be correctly recognized by
CLAVIN, TopoCluster, Adaptive Learning, CamCoder, CBH, and Population-Heuristics. We
then compare the two voting ensembles with the six individual approaches on the full set
of toponyms. The result is shown in Fig. 3. We can observe that when ignoring the voting
ensembles, no individual approach performs best on all the datasets, while the voting
ensembles perform the best (Accuracy@161km and ME) on all the datasets except the
Accuracy@161km on LGL. We retrained the Adaptive Learning approach on LGL and it thus
achieved the best Accuracy@161km on this dataset. On average, Voting1 improves the
best Accuracy@161km by 9% and reduces the lowest ME by 25%, while Voting2 improves
the best Accuracy@161km by 8% and reduces the lowest ME by 19%.

Fig. 3: Evaluation results on the full set of toponyms. gwn denotes the dataset GeoWebNews.

Fig. 4: Evaluation results on the correctly recognized toponyms by three approaches. gwn denotes
the dataset GeoWebNews.
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For DBPedia Spotlight, Edinburgh Geoparser, and Mordecai, we compare the two voting
systems on the correctly recognized toponyms by the three approaches, respectively, since
it is challenging or impossible to replace their toponym recognition modules. The result is
shown in Fig. 4. The two voting systems outperform the three approaches on nearly all the
datasets, except on the dataset LGL, on which Edinburgh Geoparser achieves slightly
higher Accuracy@161km than Voting1.

Future work
To thoroughly evaluate the effectiveness of the voting mechanisms, in the future, we will
include more individual approaches, such as TagMe (Ferragina et al., 2010) and use more
test datasets, such as Corpus of Lake District Writing (Rayson et al., 2017) .
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